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ABSTRACT
Numerical prediction of precipitation associated with five cool-season atmospheric river events in northern
California was analyzed and compared to observations. The model simulations were performed by using the
Advanced Research Weather Research and Forecasting Model (ARW-WRF) with four different microphysical parameterizations. This was done as a part of the 2005–06 field phase of the Hydrometeorological
Test Bed project, for which special profilers, soundings, and surface observations were implemented. Using
these unique datasets, the meteorology of atmospheric river events was described in terms of dynamical
processes and the microphysical structure of the cloud systems that produced most of the surface precipitation. Events were categorized as ‘‘bright band’’ (BB) or ‘‘nonbright band’’ (NBB), the differences being the
presence of significant amounts of ice aloft (or lack thereof) and a signature of higher reflectivity collocated
with the melting layer produced by frozen precipitating particles descending through the 08C isotherm.
The model was reasonably successful at predicting the timing of surface fronts, the development and
evolution of low-level jets associated with latent heating processes and terrain interaction, and wind flow
signatures consistent with deep-layer thermal advection. However, the model showed the tendency to
overestimate the duration and intensity of the impinging low-level winds. In general, all model configurations
overestimated precipitation, especially in the case of BB events. Nonetheless, large differences in precipitation distribution and cloud structure among model runs using various microphysical parameterization
schemes were noted.

1. Introduction
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Significant precipitation events in California during
the winter season are often caused by land-falling ‘‘atmospheric rivers’’ associated with extratropical cyclones
from the Pacific Ocean. Atmospheric rivers are narrow,
elongated plumes of enhanced water vapor transport
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over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (Ralph et al. 2004,
2005; Bao et al. 2006) that can extend from the tropics and
subtropics into the extratropics and are easily identifiable
using Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I; Hollinger
et al. 1990) polar-orbiting satellite imagery. Large values
of integrated water vapor are advected within the warm
sector of extratropical cyclones immediately ahead of
polar cold fronts, although the source of these vapor
plumes can originate in the tropics beyond the cyclone
warm sector. When an atmospheric river makes a landfall
on the coast of California, the northwest–southeast orientation of the Sierra Nevada chain exerts orographic
forcing on the southwesterly low-level flow in the warm
sector of approaching extratropical cyclones. As a result,
sustained precipitation is typically enhanced and modified
by the complex terrain. This has major hydrological consequences (Ralph et al. 2006; Neiman et al. 2008). In
addition, owing to the terrain steepness and soil characteristics in the area, a high risk of flash flooding and landslides can be associated with even moderate precipitation
events (Maddox et al. 1980). The importance of gaining
understanding of these events via numerical simulations is
amplified by the fact that land-falling atmospheric rivers
represent a major water source for California’s large
population and that the lower elevations of the Central
Valley include large urban areas prone to severe flooding.
The National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration has
established the Hydrometeorological TestBed (HMT)
program to design and support a series of field experiments to better understand and forecast precipitation
in the Central Valley. One important aspect of the HMT
research is to understand microphysical processes active
within the orographically induced/enhanced precipitation
and improve the microphysical parameterizations in numerical weather prediction models, leading to improvements in quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs). For
the region of interest three distinct rainfall regimes based
on radar reflectivity are identified and their contribution
to the total rainfall observed estimated: bright band (BB),
nonbright band (NBB), and hybrid.
The physical processes associated with the formation
of a BB are described by Houze (1993, p. 198) and
paraphrased here. In certain cloud systems, ice particles
several kilometers above the 08C level grow primarily
by vapor deposition and begin to fall. As they descend
to within about 2.5 km of the 08C level, aggregation
crystals may begin to occur, forming snowflakes that are
larger and thus more highly reflective than an equivalent mass of dispersed crystals. Furthermore, these are
often saturated vertical air motions of a few tens of
centimeters per second that are strong enough to generate liquid cloud droplets that mix with snowflakes.
The snowflakes may grow by riming (immediate freez-
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ing, without spreading, of cloud droplets upon impact)
or they may interact with snowflakes to form graupel
(a type of frozen precipitation particle that is smoother
and denser than snow but less dense than hail or rain).
Either process results in more highly reflective ice particles at or slightly above the 08C level. As rimed snowflakes or graupel continue to descend, they melt from the
outside inward, giving the particles a surface that looks
smoother and even brighter to radar. When the particles
melt completely to liquid, their density increases and
their size decreases, leading to lower reflectivity immediately below the BB.
Events that are not characterized by a BB in the radar
reflectivity will be referred to as NBB rainfall. These
events are associated with ‘‘shallow rain’’ processes
in which precipitation growth is the result of condensation in low-level air that is intense enough to produce
precipitation-sized raindrops before updrafts and/or
orography can lift and cool the air enough to produce
ice. A study by Neiman et al. (2005) addressed NBB
rainfall in California and its interannual, geographic,
and synoptic variability in detail.
A study by Jankov et al. (2007) evaluated the impact
that various microphysical schemes, planetary boundary
layer (PBL) schemes, and initial conditions had on
QPFs over the HMT area and for events characterized
by atmospheric river settings. It was found that for the
atmospheric river events and over the HMT area only,
variations in microphysics resulted in a statistically significant impact on simulated precipitation amounts. The
present study builds on this finding and focuses on a
detailed analysis of high-resolution numerical model
forecasts of both BB and NBB events that were made
using various microphysics. For this purpose, simulations of five significant precipitation events during a
winter in California associated with atmospheric river
events were used. The simulations were performed by
using the Advanced Research Weather Research and
Forecasting (ARW-WRF) (Skamarock et al. 2005;
Wicker and Skamarock 2002; Michalakes et al. 1999)
community numerical model with four different microphysics options. The evaluation consisted of comparisons of the flow and cloud structure against observations
from experimental radars deployed for the HMT project. Methods are discussed in section 2, and results are
presented in sections 3 and 4, with a concluding discussion and summary in section 5.

2. Methodology for microphysics parameterization
evaluation
Listed in Table 1 are five heavy rainfall events associated with atmospheric rivers chosen for the evaluation
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TABLE 1. Observed total precipitation (mm) and the precipitation type classification at the two S-band radar locations (CZD and
ATA). BB, NBB, and hybrid are precipitation regimes expressed in storm-total percentages, respectively. Missing data are denoted
as ‘‘—.’’
Locations
Forecast initiated 0000 UTC
Forecast length (h)
Precipitation amount (mm)
Precipitation type (% BB/% NBB)
Dominant precipitation type

Atmospheric river event
30 Dec 2005
48
CZD: 208.0
ATA: 229.4
CZD: 75/18
ATA: 90/7
CZD: BB
ATA: BB

1 Jan 2006
36
CZD: 90.7
ATA: —
CZD: 7/85
ATA: 93/7
CZD: NBB
ATA: BB

of the microphysics parameterization schemes in the
WRF model. All model simulations were initialized at
0000 UTC. The simulation lengths for each of the events
are also provided in Table 1. The ARW-WRF model
was configured with a high-resolution grid (3-km grid
spacing, 32 vertical levels) covering a domain of approximately 900 3 600 km2 (Fig. 1).
The Lin, WRF Single-Moment 6-Class (WSM6),
Thompson, and Schultz microphysics schemes were
used in the study. All of them partition condensed water
into cloud liquid, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel
(precipitation that forms when enough supercooled
droplets of water condense on a snowflake to increase

1 Feb 2006
42
CZD: 47.2
ATA: 56.5
CZD: 16/80
ATA: 38/62
CZD: NBB
ATA: NBB

27 Feb 2006
36
CZD: 161.8
ATA: 82.5
CZD: 48/39
ATA: 74/20
CZD: Hybrid
ATA: BB

5 Mar 2006
36
CZD: 124.4
ATA: 75.5
CZD: 90/8
ATA: 100/0
CZD: BB
ATA: BB

the snowflake fall speed). The Lin scheme is based on
Lin et al. (1983) and Rutledge and Hobbs (1984) with
modifications for saturation adjustment (following Tao
et al. 1989) and ice sedimentation. The WSM6 scheme is
similar to the Lin scheme but with a different accretion
calculation (Hong and Lim 2006). Time splitting is applied to the freezing and melting processes to increase
accuracy in the vertical heating profile. The saturation
adjustment follows Dudhia (1989) and Hong et al.
(1998) in separately treating ice and water saturation
processes. The Thompson et al. (2004) scheme carries an
additional prognostic variable for the number concentration of cloud ice. Primary ice nucleation is calculated

FIG. 1. Integration domain and terrain base map of northern California, with the wind profiler sites
shown at Bodega Bay (BBY) and Sloughhouse (SHS) and the S-band radar sites at Cazadero (CZD)
and Alta (ATA). Terrain height is expressed in meters, and x and y axes represent longitude and
latitude of the area, respectively. The largest box represents the area of water species integration; the
two smaller boxes indicate areas used for average rain, MAE, and ETS calculations.
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according to Cooper (1986), and the autoconversion as in
Walko et al. (1995). A generalized gamma function represents the graupel category instead of the exponential
representation used in the Lin and the WSM6 schemes.
The scheme of Schultz (1995) has been modified to use
the saturation adjustment method of Asai (1965), to
slow the melting rate of snow in air slightly warmer than
freezing, and to allow for the formation of cloud liquid in
unsaturated grid volumes with lapse rates approaching
convective instability. For each of the four microphysics
configurations, the nonlocal mixing Yonsei University
(YSU) PBL scheme, as an improved version of the
Medium-Range Forecast model (MRF) PBL scheme
(Troen and Mahrt 1986), was used. The analyses of the
results were based on the model hourly output.
Relevant mesoscale attributes for each of the five
storms were evaluated based on observations from
915-MHz wind profilers (e.g., Carter et al. 1995), vertically pointing S-band radars (White et al. 2000), and
collocated GPS water-vapor sensors (e.g., Mattioli et al.
2007), and surface meteorological instrumentation in
two key domains: the coastal region northwest of San
Francisco and the interior east of Sacramento (Fig. 1).
The instrumentation in the coastal region included a
wind profiler and GPS device on the coast at Bodega
Bay (BBY, 12 m MSL) and S-band radar in the coastal
mountains at Cazadero (CZD, 475 m MSL). The interior
region featured a wind profiler and GPS in the central
valley at Sloughhouse (SHS, 50 m MSL) and S-band radar in the Sierra Nevada foothills at Alta (ATA, 1085 m
MSL). Finally, all sites were equipped with tippingbucket rain gauges and towers that recorded standard
meteorological surface data every two minutes.
The S-band radar data at the two locations were used
to classify the five events into the BB and NBB precipitation regimes and to evaluate the model’s ability
to discriminate between the two regimes. Synthetic reflectivity from the model output was calculated using the
read–interpolate–plot (RIP) graphical package, developed by M. Stoelinga from the University of Washington,
with a modification that highlights the simulated microphysical characteristics of precipitation clouds (details
are available online at http://www.atmos.washington.edu/
;stoeling/RIP_sim_ref.pdf). In this approach particles
are assumed to be spheres with constant density and
with different densities for raindrops, snowflakes, and
graupel. The size distribution follows an exponential
function and the intercept parameter is assumed to be
constant. In addition, this package includes an adjust
factor for BB, where snow and graupel particles scatter like liquid water if it is assumed that they have a
liquid skin (melting process started). The utilization
of the synthetic reflectivity estimation for various mo-
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del configurations allows for a direct comparison of
results.

3. Observational analysis and model simulations of
the representative atmospheric river events
The five events under consideration were associated
with atmospheric rivers making landfall in California.
Although all five storms were investigated, only two of
them (30 December 2005 and 1 February 2006) will be
the focus of discussion in sections 3 and 4 for the sake of
conciseness. The December storm was classified as a BB
event at both CZD and ATA, whereas the opposite was
true for the February storm (Table 1).

a. 30 December 2005 event
The strongest of the five events studied occurred on
30 December 2005 when .200 mm of rain fell in the
mountainous terrain at each S-band radar site. A 500-mb
analysis valid at 0000 UTC 30 December 2005 (Fig. 2a)
shows ridging inland of the U. S. West Coast. At lower
latitudes, from the central Pacific toward the coast
of California, the flow was essentially zonal. Figure 2b
shows the corresponding vapor plume in SSM/I imagery
extending from the tropics to the coast of California,
making landfall near CZD (with values of vertically
integrated water vapor ;4 cm).
A time–height section of hourly wind profiles and
alongfront isotachs along the coast at BBY (Fig. 3a)
shows the temporal descent of warm frontal shear
(highlighted by a descending axis of thermal-windderived warm advection) from ;3 km MSL at 2200 UTC
29 December to near the surface at 1600 UTC 30 December, followed by enhanced southwesterly flow and
multiple low-level jets (LLJs) in the warm sector.
Concurrent S-band radar observations at CZD (Fig. 3b)
documented mostly NBB rain during the warm frontal
descent and a mix of NBB and BB rain in the warm
sector (Table 1). The integrated water vapor (IWV) at
BBY attained its maximum values (2.5–3.5 cm, Fig. 3c)
in the strong warm-sector flow, indicative of atmospheric river conditions. Because the alongfront isotachs in this case approximately represent the incoming
flow orthogonal to the mean orientation of the mountain barrier (i.e., upslope flow) and the strongest upslope flow coincided with the heaviest rain in the
downstream mountains at CZD (Fig. 3c), it is likely
that orographic processes enhanced the rainfall intensity (e.g., Neiman et al. 2002). A descending zone of
cooling aloft was inferred by the BBY profiler starting
at ;1300 UTC 31 December, as evidenced by the
commencement and subsequent descent of thermalwind-derived cold advection and an abrupt decrease in
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FIG. 2. (a) Analysis of the 500-mb geopotential height (m, solid lines) and temperature (8C, dashed
lines) valid at 0000 UTC 30 Dec 2005 and (b) the corresponding SSM/I image.

IWV and rain intensity. A model-derived time–height
section of equivalent potential temperature from BBY
(not shown) captured this forward-tilted feature, as did
the 850- and 700-mb analyses at 1200 UTC 31 December (also not shown). Four hours later, a robust, surfacebased cold front accompanied by a 3-km deep wind shift
from southwesterly to northwesterly flow crossed the
profiler. A brief spike in precipitation and a second
stepwise decrease in IWV were observed with this front.
The precipitation immediately preceding the cold fron-

tal passage, which represented a period of enhanced and
deep mesoscale forcing, exhibited the strongest BB
characteristics during the event. These synoptic-frontal
modulations of the rain type are consistent with previous observations at CZD by White et al. (2003) and
Kingsmill et al. (2006).
Corresponding time–height sections of hourly wind
profiles and alongfront isotachs at BBY, simulated by
the model run using Lin microphysics, showed that all
major mesoscale features were generally depicted by
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FIG. 3. Time series of observations from BBY and CZD between 2200 UTC 29 and 2200 UTC 31 Dec 2005.
(a) Time–height section of hourly averaged wind profiles (wind flags 5 25, barbs 5 5, half barbs 5 2.5 m s21),
alongfront isotachs (directed from 2308, red shading .20 m s21), brightband melting-level height (bold black
dots), and axes of maximum thermal wind-derived warm and cold advection (red and blue dashed lines,
respectively) from the wind profiler at BBY. (b) Time–height section of ;1.5-min radar reflectivity (dBZ)
from the S-band radar at CZD. (c) Time series traces of 30-min IWV (cm, green) from the GPS sensor at
BBY and 2-min rain accumulation (mm) and rain rate (RR; mm h21, 10-min averaging period) data recorded
at the rain gauge at CZD. (bottom) The red- and blue-shaded bars denote warm and cold frontal transitions,
respectively.
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the model (Fig. 4a). The temporal descent of the warm
frontal shear had the right timing and was followed by
enhanced southwesterly flow and multiple LLJs within
the warm sector. Even though the LLJs were depicted
by the model, not all of them had perfect timing and
correct vertical distribution of momentum. Also, the
intensity of LLJs was overestimated by ;4 m s21. It is
noteworthy that some minor differences in the intensity
of the LLJs between model runs using different microphysics were observed (not shown). Regarding simulated IWV at BBY, the maximum value (2.5–3.8 cm, not
shown) was simulated within the strong warm-sector
flow. This agreed well with the observations except that
the peak value was slightly overestimated. The maximal
values of simulated IWV were consistent among various
model configurations. As in the analysis, the maximum
in simulated precipitation generally coincided with the
maximum in simulated upslope flow (Fig. 4b), but all
model versions were characterized with the extended
precipitation longevity and higher simulated amounts
compared to the analysis. This may be related to the fact
that simulated moisture content as well as wind upslope
component intensity and duration were somewhat
overestimated by all model versions. Finally, the cold
frontal passage aloft was relatively well depicted by the
model, except that the flow intensity was once again
overestimated. At the surface, the model was too slow
with the trough passage. During the 1600–2300 UTC
period on 31 December, low-level flow shifted from
southwesterly to westerly but not to northwesterly as
observed.
This event was also well documented along the
windward slope of the Sierras at SHS and ATA (not
shown), although the meteorological transitions here
were not nearly as well-defined as along the coast (Fig. 3).
This difference, which was also clearly evident during
the other storms, arose due to the presence of deep,
blocked flow along the windward slope of the high Sierras
(e.g., Parish 1982; Marwitz 1983) but not along the windward slope of the much lower elevation coastal range.
Most notably, the terrain-parallel or blocking component (i.e., the south-southeasterly component) of the
flow at SHS was much deeper at SHS than at BBY.
Because the deeper-blocked flow at SHS tended to
mask the transient meteorological features during this
event (and the others), it was crucial to analyze these
interior observations within the context of what was
analyzed along the coast at BBY and CZD.
The model simulation of the flow at SHS generally
captured all major features well (not shown), although
the intensity of the blocking flow was underestimated in
the simulation. The simulated blocking component here
was deeper than the one simulated at BBY (Fig. 4).

FIG. 4. Simulated (a) wind profile at BBY and (b) precipitation
accumulation by the model run using the Lin microphysics for the
period 0000 UTC 30 to 2200 UTC 31 Dec 2005. Wind flags, barbs,
and isotachs as in Fig. 3.

Precipitation and radar reflectivity simulated from the
different model versions will be discussed later.

b. 1 February 2006 event
Similar to the 30 December 2005 event, the 500-mb
analysis for the 1 February 2006 event valid at 0000 UTC
shows ridging inland of the West Coast (Fig. 5), except
that winds west of the Oregon coast (over California)
were stronger (weaker) than those that occurred on
30 December 2005. Figures 5b and 5c show a corresponding SSM/I moisture plume connected to the tropics and
making landfall on the coast of California. In this case
the landfall was shifted southward and the intensity of
the plume was reduced compared to the 30 December
2005 event. Compared to all other events evaluated in
this study, the one on 1 February 2006 possessed the
weakest winds, the least distinct transient meteorological features, and the lightest precipitation accumulation
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2 but for 0000 UTC 1 Feb 2006.

(;50 mm) of the five events. At BBY moderate westerly
to southwesterly flow on the warm side of a warm front
descended from ;1.5 km MSL to the surface between
0600 and 1300 UTC 1 February (Fig. 6a). The rain at
CZD was primarily NBB in character, except for a short
period of BB rain near 1600 UTC 1 February. Also,
rainfall at CZD commenced as the low-level upslope
flow increased to .8 m s21, and the IWV at BBY increased steadily (to values eventually exceeding 3 cm)
on the warm side of the descending warm front (Fig. 6c).
A LLJ was conspicuously absent in the warm sector

where the flow oscillated between southwesterly and
west-northwesterly. After ;1130 UTC 2 February the
low-level winds slowly veered with time from westsouthwesterly to northwesterly, the IWV decreased from
;3.0 to 2.3 cm, and the rainfall ended—all in response to
a weak cold frontal passage. The sequence of events was
generally similar in the interior (not shown) except that
the cold-frontal wind shift started aloft a couple of hours
later (;1500 UTC 2 February at SHS) and was unable to
penetrate downward through the low-level, 1-km-deep
blocked flow. The S-band radar at ATA documented
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 3 but for the period 0600 UTC 1 to 1600 UTC 2 Feb 2006.
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Precipitation simulated by different model versions will
be discussed in more detail later in the text. Similarly, at
SHS the intensity of the upslope flow component was
slightly overestimated (not shown). Simulated precipitation started ;8 h earlier compared to observations, and
all model solutions resulted in much larger rain rates than
observed. At this location simulated reflectivity from
all model versions consisted mainly of NBB. Simulated
precipitation and reflectivity from the model runs using
different microphysics will be further discussed in the
next section.

4. Microphysical aspects of the model performance
a. Water substance partitioning

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4 but for the period 0600 UTC 1 to 1600 UTC
2 Feb 2006.

alternating periods of NBB and BB rain (62% and 38%
of the total, respectively).
At BBY, timing of the moderate westerly-tosouthwesterly flow descent from ;1.5 km MSL to
the surface on the warm side of a warm front was generally well depicted by the model using Lin microphysics (Fig. 7a). Simulated low-level flow on the warm
side of the descending warm front also increased to
values .8 m s21, but the model was somewhat slow in
shifting winds from southwesterly to westerly at the
precipitation initial time (Fig. 7b). This likely caused a
precipitation initiation delay of ;7 h for all model configurations compared to observations. Regarding simulated precipitation amounts, different model versions
resulted in different simulated amounts, but all of them
were characterized by a notable overestimation. Simulated IWV, of ;3.4 cm, was higher than observed (not
shown). Consequently, high precipitation amounts and
extended longevity may be related to the model’s
overestimation of moisture content and to both intensity
and duration of the enhanced upslope wind component.

The microphysics schemes, used in this study, partition water condensate into cloud liquid, cloud ice, rain,
snow, and an additional category for precipitating ice
that falls significantly faster than snow. This is usually
called graupel, but it is used to represent frozen rain
(sleet), compacted aggregates of snow crystals, rimed
snow crystals, and all types of hail. This variety of hydrometeors can only be dynamically represented by a
single function expressing the precipitation sedimentation rate, as it relates to the condensate mixing ratio.
This is unfortunate because there is tremendous variability in fall speed among the various types of precipitating ice in nature. Other modeled microphysical
processes are also affected by ice habit, such as latent
heat release rate (associated with deposition, sublimation, melting, and riming) and conversions among the
categories by collection. Choices made about ice process parameters in the microphysics schemes must be
made based on the expected dominant type of precipitating ice, and these choices can cause large variations in
forecast results. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
isolate and quantify the effects of parameter variations,
but it is useful to consider certain aspects of their collective results to understand their impact on forecasts of
precipitation and synthetic reflectivity.
One simple but informative diagnostic is the volumeintegrated water mass by microphysical species. This
diagnostic was evaluated over the area indicated by the
largest of the three boxes in Fig. 1. Figure 8 shows the
average mixing ratios of cloud water, cloud ice, rain,
snow, and graupel for four different microphysical
schemes; the averages were computed over all five
events. It can be seen that in the Lin scheme, cloud water
dominated over cloud ice, and rain and graupel dominated over snow. Results of water substance partitioning
for the WSM6 scheme appeared to be very similar to the
results obtained with the Lin scheme; note, however,
that these two schemes were characterized with much
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FIG. 8. Cloud water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel mixing
ratios (31023 kg kg21) averaged over five events and the American River basin for the four different microphysics schemes.

larger graupel presence compared with the other two
schemes. In the Thompson scheme, the dominance of
cloud water over cloud ice was even more distinct when
compared with the Lin and WSM6 schemes; rain and
snow dominated over graupel. In addition, the Thompson
scheme was characterized with the largest values of rain
and snow mixing ratios compared to all other schemes.
This was especially true for the snow mixing ratio.
Contrary to all other schemes, the Schultz scheme was
characterized with much more cloud ice compared to
cloud water. Snow and rain were also equally present in
this scheme. The graupel mixing ratio was much smaller
compared with mixing ratios of other hydrometeors, as
well as when compared with the graupel mixing ratios of
the Lin and WSM6 microphysics.
Overall, cloud matter (sum of cloud ice and cloud
water) was generally equally present in all the schemes.
In terms of hydrometeors, the same was valid for rain.
Snow was notably more present in the Thompson and
Schultz schemes compared with the Lin and WSM6
schemes, whereas the opposite was true for graupel. The
implications of these results are incorporated into discussions below on the model’s performance.

b. Precipitation simulations from four different
model configurations
Table 1 indicates that at CZD, two of the five events
were classified as BB, two were classified as NBB, and
one was characterized as a mix of precipitation regimes
(BB and NBB types were equally present in terms of
storm-total percentages). This classification was different at ATA. The ATA location was characterized with a
BB precipitation type for four out of the five events. To
validate simulated precipitation accumulations, rain
gauge data at these two locations were used. Figures 9
and 10 show observed and simulated hourly accumulations for the five events at CZD and ATA.
At CZD, for both events classified as BB and NBB, all
model versions almost always resulted in a notable
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overestimation of simulated precipitation amounts
(Figs. 9a–c,e). For the BB events, accumulated precipitation amounts simulated by the Lin, WSM6, Thompson,
and Schultz schemes were on average overestimated by
102%, 72%, 73%, and 42%, respectively. For the events
classified as NBB (Figs. 9b,c), the overestimation was
notably reduced compared to the BB events; that is,
42%, 42%, 21%, and 11% for the corresponding schemes
in the model runs.
At ATA the situation was similar. All model runs
were characterized by a remarkable overestimation of
accumulated precipitation amounts (Fig. 10). At this
location four out of the five events were classified as BB
(Figs. 10a,b,d,e). For these four, or more precisely three,
events—(1 January 2006 observations were missing)
overestimations on average were 108%, 100%, 48%,
47% for model runs the the Lin, WSM6, Thompson, and
Schultz schemes, respectively. In the case of one NBB
event, the corresponding overestimations for different
model runs were 47%, 100%, 100%, 45% (Fig. 10c).
Overall, for both BB and NBB events at the two locations, all schemes almost always resulted in a large overestimation of accumulated precipitation amounts, which
is possibly related to the earlier overestimation of the
intensity and duration of the upslope wind component as
well as to a slight overestimation of the moisture content.
However, a large difference in simulated amounts among
model runs using various microphysics was detected.
To further assess differences in simulated precipitation amounts among various model configurations, the
mean absolute error (MAE) was calculated for the BB
and NBB events for the four model configurations and
over two smaller regions, indicated in Fig. 1. The MAE
values and average rainfall for the two areas of interest and the two precipitation regimes are presented in
Fig. 11. For this purpose, 6-h accumulated precipitation
fields from the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) Stage IV analysis (Baldwin and
Mitchell 1997) were used. The 3-km model output
was interpolated to the 4-km Stage IV grids using an
inverse distance scheme. For both precipitation regimes
at both locations all model configurations resulted in a
large precipitation overestimation. The diversity in precipitation overestimation among the various model configurations was somewhat larger for BB than for NBB
events. However, model runs using the Lin scheme were
characterized by the largest overestimation for both
precipitation regimes. These results are consistent with
the previously discussed results at the two specific locations (CZD and ATA).
To provide an additional objective measure of precipitation forecast accuracy, an equitable threat score
(ETS; Schaefer 1990) was calculated over the two areas
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FIG. 9. CZD-hourly precipitation accumulation (mm) for observations (solid line) and model simulations using the Lin (dashed), WSM6
(dotted), Thompson (dot–dot–dashed), and Schultz (dotted–dashed) microphysics for (a) 0000–2100 UTC 30 Dec 2005; (b) 0000 UTC
1 to 1000 UTC 2 Jan 2006; (c) 0000 UTC 1 to 1600 UTC 2 Feb 2006; (d) 0000 UTC 27 to 1000 UTC 28 Feb 2006; and (e) 0000 UTC 5
to 0500 UTC 6 Mar 2006.
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9 but for ATA.
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FIG. 11. The NCEP Stage IV precipitation analysis, simulated average rainfall, and MAE and
ETS for the two regions indicated in Fig. 1 for four model configurations and BB and NBB
events, respectively.

indicated in Fig. 1 by referencing to the Stage IV analysis as well. The ETS for the CZD and ATA regions and
for both BB and NBB events are presented in Figs. 11c
and 11d. For both regions and precipitation regimes and
almost all precipitation thresholds, the model run using
the Lin scheme was characterized by the lowest ETS
values. This was especially true for the interior location
and BB events.

c. Comparison of synthetic versus observed radar
reflectivity
Synthetic reflectivity from the four different model
microphysics schemes was compared to the observed

reflectivity data obtained from the vertically pointing
S-band radars at CZD and ATA. To match the model’s
1-h resolution output, the observed S-band, 2-min radar
reflectivity data were averaged into 1-h blocks. Synthetic versus observed radar reflectivity was compared
using the four microphysics configurations for all five
events but, for conciseness, only the results from two
key events—the BB event of 29–31 December 2005 and
the NBB event of 1–2 February 2006—will be discussed
in detail. In addition, for the sake of the result robustness, synthetic reflectivity was averaged over the duration of warm sectors for BB events at ATA (four out of
five) and NBB events at CZD (two of five); these are
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Figure 12 shows hourly observed reflectivity values
and synthetic reflectivity from the four model configurations at CZD for a 48-h period starting at 0000 UTC
30 December 2005. During the warm-frontal shear period (between ;2200 UTC 29 December 2005 and
;1600 UTC on 30 December 2005), observed reflectivity documented mostly NBB rain with a maximum
value of ;30 dBZ (Fig. 12a). The warm sector period
was characterized by a mix of NBB and BB rain. The
BB height was at ;3 km, and the maximum in BB reflectivity of ;45 dBZ was detected immediately preceding a cold frontal passage.
Figures 12b–e show that all model versions missed
precipitation during the first six simulation hours. This is
consistent with a slight delay in precipitation initiation
and an underestimation of the simulated rain rate by all
model configurations (Fig. 10a). As for the period of
mixed NBB and BB precipitation, results differ among
the various simulations, but in all of them the BB and
precipitation persisted longer than observed, a period
between 1200 and 1800 UTC 31 December 2005. This
agreed well with an overestimation of precipitation
longevity associated with the overestimation of the enhanced upslope wind component duration, as discussed
earlier. In addition, all simulations resulted in a general
reflectivity intensity overestimation. Regarding the simulation of the BB reflectivity feature, the model runs
using the Lin, WSM6, and Thompson schemes resulted in
a well-defined BB, but its intensity was largely overestimated (Figs. 12b,c,d). This was especially true for the
model run using the Lin scheme. Furthermore, this
model run was characterized by a large BB depth overestimation. The model run using the Schultz scheme was
generally characterized by a moderate reflectivity overestimation compared to observations, but the BB was not
well defined in that case.
Differences in the synthetic reflectivity between various model versions were further assessed by analyzing
plots of simulated snow, rain, and graupel mixing ratios
with simulated 08C temperature and wet bulb temperature lines included (Fig. 13). The Oakland (OAK)
soundings are plotted as asterisks. For all model versions, the 08C temperature and wet bulb temperature
lines overlap for most of the simulation period, indicating saturated conditions. The 08C-level heights were
almost identical for all model versions and generally
in good agreement with available observations. It is
noteworthy that model runs using the Lin and WSM6
microphysics were characterized by a layer-only graupel

mixing ratio in (Figs. 13a and 13b). In this layer, both
the Lin and WSM6 microphysics virtually converted all
snow into graupel. The layer containing pure graupel
was deeper for the model run using the Lin scheme,
which likely resulted in the larger BB depth, as discussed earlier. At ATA this event was also classified as a
BB event (Table 1). Synthetic reflectivity and simulated
mixing ratio images indicated similar behavior among
the schemes as at CZD (not shown).

2) 1–2 FEBRUARY 2006

EVENT

At both CZD and ATA, the 1 February 2006 event
was classified as a NBB precipitation event. The observed and synthetic radar reflectivities at ATA are
presented in Fig. 14. The onset of enhanced synthetic
reflectivity from the model runs using Lin, WSM6, and
Thompson schemes (Figs. 14b–d) was compared earlier
to observations and to the model run using the Schultz
(Fig. 14e) scheme. Overall, the synthetic reflectivity
values were overestimated by all model configurations.
The reflectivity overestimation in the melting layer region pointed to BB presence for model runs using the
Lin, WSM6, and Thompson schemes (Figs. 14b–d) when
no BB was observed. Simulated snow, rain, and graupel
mixing ratios indicated the same behavior as in the BB
event (Fig. 15). Runs using the Lin and the WSM6
schemes were characterized by a larger graupel presence
(Figs. 15a, and 15b), whereas runs using the Thompson
and Schultz schemes were characterized by much more
snow (Figs. 15c and 15d). This was especially true for
the model run using the Thompson scheme. In terms of
08C-level height, it was once again reasonably well simulated by all model configurations compared to available
soundings. A cloud layer much deeper than observed was
common among all the model configurations. This was
consistent with the model overestimation of the moisture
flux intensity and duration.

3) OBSERVED AND SYNTHETIC

REFLECTIVITY

AVERAGED OVER WARM SECTORDURATION
FOR

BB AND NBB

EVENTS

To assess more general results concerning model
performance in terms of discriminating between the BB
and NBB regimes, synthetic reflectivity from all model
configurations was averaged over the duration of the
storm warm sectors (as in Medina et al. 2007) and
compared to observed reflectivity averaged over the
same periods. Four ATA BB events and two CZD NBB
events were analyzed (Fig. 16).
Figure 16a shows that three out of the four microphysics schemes used (Lin, WSM6, and Thompson) had
a generally well-defined BB vertical profile of averaged
reflectivity. The BB height was correctly simulated by
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FIG. 12. Hourly radar reflectivity (dBZ) at CZD: (a) observed and simulated with (b) the Lin, (c) WSM6, (d) Thompson, and (e) Schultz
microphysics for a 48-h period starting 0000 UTC 30 Dec 2005.
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FIG. 13. Snow (see color bar), rain (white contours) and graupel (black contours) mixing ratios (kg kg21), and 08C temperature (red)
and wet bulb temperature (green) lines for the 30 Dec 2005 event at CZD for model runs using the (a) Lin, (b) WSM6, (c) Thompson, and
(d) Schultz microphysics. Melting level heights (asterisks) from available OAK soundings. Both shading and contours are scaled by a
factor of 1024.

three model configurations, but its intensity was overestimated. The same was true for the BB depth, especially in model runs using the Lin scheme. In contrast,
the model configuration using the Schultz scheme was
characterized by a poorly defined BB profile and by a
moderate overestimation of the reflectivity intensity. As
eluded earlier, differences in simulated BB depths among
various model configurations traces back to differences in
the partitioning of water substance between the schemes.
Much of the frozen condensate in the modeled cloud
systems above BB precipitation is graupel when using
the Lin, WSM6, and Thompson microphysics schemes.
But that same water mass is considered to be snow in
the Schultz algorithm. There, graupel is produced only

when snow interacts with (supercooled) cloud liquid,
which occurs in a thin layer just above the 08C isotherm.
This is a realistic mechanism for producing a simulated
BB; however, in nature, the dominant mechanism is
probably caused by melting aggregates. This may explain why synthetic reflectivity values are lower than
observations in the Schultz result.
Average reflectivity profiles for two events classified
as NBB at CZD showed a large reflectivity overestimation in the model configurations using the Lin,
WSM6, and Thompson microphysics schemes (Fig. 16b)
at all levels. The reflectivity profile from model runs
using Schultz microphysics most nearly resembled the
observed profile, but all model configurations were
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FIG. 14. As in Fig. 12 but for the 1–2 Feb 2006 event.
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 13 but for the 1–2 Feb 2006 event.

characterized by a large reflectivity overestimation at
higher levels, possibly due to the model’s overestimation of moisture flux intensity and duration.
Even though all microphysics schemes simulated the
height of 08C correctly (a necessary condition for an
accurate simulation of NBB/BB properties), synthetic
reflectivity profiles for both BB and NBB events were
highly influenced by the choice of the microphysical
scheme as well as by the bias in a larger-scale flow.
For example, model runs using the Lin, WSM6, and
Thompson schemes all had well-defined BB profiles, but
the simulated BB depth and intensity varied among the
schemes. The model configuration using the Lin scheme
was characterized by a rather deep layer containing only
graupel, resulting in a large overestimation of the BB
depth. The layer containing pure graupel was somewhat

shallower in the WSM6 scheme. For the model configuration using the Thompson scheme, a layer around the
08C line was dominated by snow presence. For the same
reason, these three schemes had a tendency to largely
overestimate synthetic reflectivity for NBB events and
even to produce some hints of the BB presence where no
BB was observed. On the contrary, a poorly defined BB
in the Schultz synthetic reflectivity profile was traced to a
minimal graupel presence as well as to a slower melting
rate compared to the other schemes. To test this, a limited
number of reruns using an increased melting rate were
performed; this sharpened the vertical transition between
graupel and rain. The results showed an improvement in
the BB profile (not shown) and insignificant changes in
QPF. As mentioned earlier, overestimated values of the
synthetic reflectivity at higher levels—a feature present
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FIG. 16. Observed and synthetic reflectivity averaged over warm sector periods for (a) four BB events
at ATA and (b) two NBB events at CZD.

in all model configurations—was a consequence of the
model overestimation of moisture flux. This was especially noticeable for events characterized by the NBB
precipitation regime.

d. Sensitivity tests
Two characteristics of the model runs using the Lin
and WSM6 schemes were noted. First, almost all frozen
condensate was quickly converted to the graupel category. Second, the precipitation amounts were often
greater for these schemes than for the others and for all
locations. This was especially true for cases classified as
BB events, those dominated by ice processes. We hypothesize that the precipitation excess is related to the
scheme’s aggressive graupel formulations because graupel falls much faster than snow or cloud ice, allowing less

time for evaporation as it falls. Also, there would be less
evaporation of precipitation because graupel evaporates more slowly than an equivalent mass of snow,
which has a far greater surface area.
Two experiments involving the Lin scheme were
performed to test this hypothesis, and the results are
presented in Fig. 17. In the first experiment, accretion of
snow by graupel was set to zero. The results showed that
an elimination of this process produced notably less
graupel (Fig. 17b). The previously discussed deep layer
containing only graupel was no longer present. In the
second experiment, in addition to setting the accretion
of snow by graupel to zero, the autoconversion of snow
to graupel threshold was lowered. Lowering the autoconversion threshold further decreased graupel production but not considerably (Fig. 17c). In terms of
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FIG. 17. Time–height presentation of snow (black contours), graupel (color shaded), and rain (green contours) mixing ratios (kg kg21)
for the ATA 30–31 Dec 2005 event for the (a) model run using unchanged Lin microphysics, (b) model run using the Lin microphysics
with the snow accretion by graupel set to zero, and (c) model run in which the accretion of snow by graupel was set to zero and the
threshold for autoconversion of snow by graupel was lowered. Both shading and contours are scaled by a factor of 1024. (d) Impact of the
two experiments on 48-h simulated precipitation accumulations is presented.

simulated precipitation amounts, disregarding the accretion process reduced the precipitation overestimation ;50%, whereas the positive impact of a lowered
autoconversion threshold was negligible (Fig. 17d).
These results suggest a possible adjustment of the microphysical scheme performance for specific types of
meteorological scenarios. These types of adjustment may
help improve QPFs by reducing the bias associated with
microphysical parameterizations, but they cannot help
with the bias caused by errors in the larger-scale flow.

5. Summary
The main goal of the present study was to evaluate the
performance of a high-resolution numerical model us-

ing four different microphysics schemes for five significant precipitation events associated with atmospheric
river settings during a winter season in California. In
addition, these events were chosen to examine model
ability to discriminate bright band (BB) from nonbright
band (NBB) precipitation regimes. Simulations of the
five atmospheric river events were performed using 3-km
grid spacing in the ARW-WRF model and four different microphysical options: Lin, WSM6, Thompson, and
Schultz. Eta model forecasts were used for specifying
initial and lateral boundary conditions. The evaluation
involved comparisons of the flow and cloud structure
against special observations from the HMT project. The
model ability to depict relevant mesoscale attributes was
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evaluated against the 915-MHz wind profiler. S-band radar reflectivity data were used for classifying the assessed
events into BB and NBB categories and for evaluating the
model’s ability to discriminate between the two precipitation regimes. Tipping-bucket rain gauges were used to
verify simulated precipitation accumulations.
For the studied events, a deep upper-level trough was
present over the Gulf of Alaska with ridging inland
from the U.S. West Coast. SSM/I imagery indicated
moisture plumes, associated with the extratropical systems, extending from the tropics and making landfall on
the California coast. Analyses of hourly vertical wind
profiles showed that the model represented the basic
synoptic-scale flow reasonably well without introducing
much apparent nonphysical detail and produced reasonable mesoscale features, some of which were validated with observations. The model also showed a
tendency to overestimate the upslope wind component
duration and intensity as well as moisture content. This
is probably an artifact of a small sample size (five) and
not indicative of any symptomatic bias.
Water substance partitioning results indicated a similarity between the Lin and WSM6 microphysics, characterized by much more cloud water compared to cloud
ice and more rain than snow. More importantly, the
graupel mixing ratio content for the two schemes was
notably larger than in the Thompson and Schultz microphysics. The largest snow mixing ratio and the smallest
graupel mixing ratio values were detected for the
Thompson and Schultz schemes, respectively. Whereas
the Lin and WSM6 schemes can be expected to perform
similarly given the history of their origins, the Thompson
and Schultz approaches have no such overlap.
For both coastal and interior regions and for both BB
and NBB precipitation regimes, all model versions
usually resulted in a large overestimation of accumulated precipitation amounts. The overestimation was
somewhat more distinct for events classified as BB.
Even though all model configurations had a tendency to
overestimate precipitation amounts, possibly due to an
overestimation of the moisture content and the upslope
wind component duration and intensity, they demonstrated a large diversity in their solutions. For example,
for BB events at both locations, model runs using Lin
microphysics were frequently characterized with the
largest precipitation overestimation followed by the
WSM6 runs. For BB events, the Lin scheme runs once
again resulted in the largest overestimation but the
difference in simulated amounts among the schemes
was less distinct. These results were supported by MAE
and ETS calculated for the same areas and for the
two precipitation regimes. Also, these findings were
in agreement with results obtained from the water sub-
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stance partitioning, indicating a tendency of the two
schemes to produce excessive amounts of precipitating
ice—presumed to be graupel, which falls much faster
than snow and rain and thus evaporates less as it descends. Consequently, for BB events, dominated by ice
processes, these two schemes consistently produced
more surface total precipitation compared with the
other two schemes. Generally, the overestimation of
precipitation in cold-season orographic regimes has
been identified by many studies based on weather
forecasting and regional climate simulations. This issue
is more acute as the model resolution gets higher. It is
not clear if higher resolution leads to larger biases in the
upslope winds, or if stronger vertical motions in highresolution simulations expose the problems of the microphysical schemes even more (e.g., graupel can be
sustained with stronger vertical motions).
The model showed an overall ability to discriminate
between BB versus NBB meteorology as revealed in
synthetic reflectivity; however, the results were highly
influenced by the choice of the microphysical scheme.
All model configurations simulated the 08C-level height
correctly, fulfilling the prerequisite to accurately simulate NBB/BB properties. Also, for BB events synthetic
reflectivity was higher than for NBB events, but for both
precipitation regimes synthetic reflectivity was overestimated compared to observations. Generally, the BB
reflectivity profiles were well depicted by the model
runs using the Lin, WSM6, and Thompson microphysics, but simulated BB intensity and depth varied among
the schemes. Concerning the NBB precipitation regime,
all model versions highly overestimated reflectivity
values at all levels. The overestimation at higher levels
was possibly a consequence of errors in the larger-scale
flow. Overall, the results agreed with the water substance partitioning results, which indicated a large
presence of graupel in the Lin and WSM6 simulations
and an excessive presence of snow in simulations using
the Thomson scheme. On the contrary, model runs using the Schultz scheme were generally not characterized
by a well-defined BB reflectivity. This is likely due to the
scheme’s design, which involves a lower melting rate
than in other schemes.
In essence, simulated precipitation amounts for atmospheric river events revealed a large sensitivity to the
choice of microphysics, verification location, and precipitation regime (BB versus NBB); the model errors in
the larger-scale flow had an effect as well. The same was
true for synthetic reflectivity. Differences in performance among various microphysical schemes were
largely attributed to variations in the partitioning of
water substance. Based on these results, a hypothesis
related to the model performance for BB events was
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established. Testing of the hypothesis involved altering
certain parameters within various microphysical schemes
and evaluating the impact of these changes on schemeresponse and, consequently, on the simulated precipitation. Future studies should focus on improving
nonconvective precipitation accuracy by objectively
estimating the individual contributions of those parameterized processes that represent generation and
depletion of various hydrometeors. This is expected to
lead to methods for objectively adjusting critical parameters in microphysics schemes and consequently to
precipitation prediction improvement.
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